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ABSTRACT: 

  Textile printing is a term used for applying colours to fabric in different designs and 

patterns. In textile printing the whole fabric is uniformly dyed and the patterns are well 

defined. The textile fabric printing forms a part of the textile finishing process. In fabric 

printing, the designs are applied to the fabric by three methods- roller method, flat screen and 

rotary screen method. Rotary printing is where images that are to be printed are curved 

around the cylinder. Any kind of substance can be printed using a rotary printer such as 

paper, cloth, etc. The rotary printer consists of a tubular screen through which the print paste 

is forced into the fabric. The rotary printing is most commonly used these days for apparel 

fabrics. The knitted fabric is mostly printed in the rotary as there is no stress such as 

stretching and pulling of the fabric should not take place. The existing rotary printing devices 

are designed to print woven fabric and also knitted fabric. These machines can print the fabric 

only on one side. Tubular knitted fabric has two layers when flattened. We have to print the 

fabric one side, dry and again we have to batch and print on another side. But the present 

machine can print the fabric on both sides simultaneously. The rotary printing device consists 

of squeezing blades to squeeze out the printing paste and two rotary screen circumferences 

meeting tangentially and rotating in opposite directions. The edges of the squeezing blades 

and the tangential contact line of two screens meet in a single line. The fabric is fed from top 

to bottom at the same speed as that of the peripheral speed of rotary screen. The two screens 

are connected with two end ring which are connected to gears which in turn is connected to a 

single shaft. The fabric passes between two screens and the two squeezing blades squeeze the 

printing paste and the colour penetrates through the screen and gives the desired design. To 

dry the printing paste on two sides’ single pass through drier is enough. To complete the 

printing on both sides of the tubular knitted fabric single pass will do. But in conventional 

machine the fabric has to be dried twice to get the print on both sides. Instead of heating 

fabric twice ,it  is enough to heat fabric only once to complete print on both sides. The 

thermal energy required to heat the fabric one time is saved by this machine.  
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Notations 

T1 -Room temperature 

T2 -Temperature of fabric heated to evaporate the paste 
Ts – Saturation temperature of paste 

2- Two times 

 L  -Latent heat of evaporation of paste 
Mf - Mass of fabric printed 

Mp - Mass of paste used 

Cp- Specific heat of fabric 

Cpp -Specific heat of paste 

Q1- Heat required to heat fabric 

Q2 – Heat required to evaporate paste 

Qa – Heat required for existing process 

Qb - Heat required for new process 

 

1.Introduction : 

  Textile printing is the process of applying colour to fabric in definite patterns or designs. In 

properly printed fabrics the colour is bonded with the fiber, so as to resist washing and 

friction. Textile printing is related to dyeing but, whereas in dyeing proper the whole fabric is 

uniformly covered with one colour, in printing one or more colours are applied to it in certain 

parts only, and in sharply defined patterns. 

   Energy conservation is obtained by various authors. [1]The author obtained energy 

conservation by recovery of heat. In textile drying process instead of using latent heat of 

condensation of steam they used superheated steam at high velocity to dry thefabric. After 

drying the water from fabric also as super heated steam. The same steam again heated and re-

circulated to dry the fabric. 75% of heat can be recovered. [2] In India most of the energy 

demand is met by oil. The price of oil is fluctuating and the supply is also uncertainty. So 

Government of India passed energy conservation act 2001.This made provision for setting up 

of Bureau of Energy Efficiency a body incorporated under the act for supervising and 

monitoring the efforts on energy conservation. [3]To conserve heat energy some part of heat 

energy used may be recovered. In textile industry stenters are used to dry the wet fabric. Air 

coming out from the stenters is used to heat the incoming water to steam boiler. So the 

efficiency of the system increases. 

 

In printing, wooden blocks, stencils, engraved plates, rollers, or silkscreens can be 

used to place colours on the fabric. Colourants used in printing contain dyes thickened to 

prevent the colour from spreading by capillary attraction beyond the limits of the pattern or 

design. 

Traditional textile printing techniques may be broadly categorised into four styles: 

 Direct printing, in which Colourants containing dyes, thickeners, and the mordants or 

substances necessary for fixing the colour on the cloth are printed in the desired 

pattern.  

 The printing of a mordant in the desired pattern prior to dyeing cloth; the colour 

adheres only where the mordant was printed.  

 Resist dyeing, in which a wax or other substance is printed onto fabric which is 

subsequently dyed. The waxed areas do not accept the dye, leaving uncoloured 

patterns against a coloured ground.  

 Discharge printing, in which a bleaching agent is printed onto previously dyed fabrics 

to remove some or the entire colour.  

Printing was initially by screen printing. Next development is flat bed screen printing. 

Next development is roller printing. Then the development is Rotary printing. In Rotary 
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printing a designed rotary screen is rotating. In this field the energy conservation is in the 

area of rotary printing. A continuous blanket is moving in horizontal plane above which the 

fabric is fed. The fabric moves horizontally on the blanket. The same is used to print the 

knitted fabric. Woven fabric printing on one side is enough. But knitted fabric is entirely 

different from woven fabric. The knitted fabric is in tubular form and also it stretches when 

loaded. While printing the knitted fabric both layers must be printed. Two layers are formed 

while a tubular fabric is flattened. To complete the printing, both layers and both sides must 

be printed. To print on both sides first one side is printed and dried. Again the fabric is 

batched and printed on other side. First side will be dried always one time more than that of 

the second side, otherwise two fabric can be slit opened and print at single time. But this slit 

open faces a problem, when the fabric is slit open the edge will curl and form a roll. To avoid 

curling the edge must be gummed to 2 cm per side so the fabric on both sides must be used 

further irrespective of the diameter of fabric 2.5 cm per side is wasted. If we print as tubular 

form, after one side is printed the fabric shrinks as it is the property of the knitted fabric. The 

shrinkage is proportional to the coverage of the print. When it is batched and other side is 

printed the edge are having white on one side and overlap on another side as the fabric 

shrinks. The shades on another side did not match with that of first side, so while sticking a 

garment either side must be separated and used to finish the garment. The printing principle of the existing 

rotary printing machine is shown in figure 1.  

 

2. Working Principle 

2.1Principle of existing rotary printing with squeezing blade 

 

 
 

FIG 1 

 

FIG. 1.  Shows the conventional rotary printing machine already in use. Principle of 

this machine is explained here. Normally the fabric which is to be printed is batched in a roll 

form and is fed to the conveyor by fabric supply rolls. Fabric is fed on the upper surface of 

the conveyor and the conveyor moves. Designed screen with end rings which is connected to 

the power is rotating on the surface of the top side of the fabric which is moving on. Printing 

paste is supplied through a pump.  Squeezing blade is used to squeeze the paste. Design in the 

screen transferred to the fabric.  

Fabric after the printing is fed in to the drier. The property of the knitted fabric is it 

will shrink after printing and drying proportional to the printing coverage. Principle of 

SQUEEZING BLADE 

PRINTED FABRIC 
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Knitted fabric has certain special characteristics that make it suitable for creating a wide 

range of garments and accessories like tights, gloves, underwear and other close-fitting 

garments. The structure of the loop of knitted fabric stretches and moulds to fit body shapes. 

The air trapped by the interlocking loops keeps the wearer warm. 
 

2.2principle of newly designed rotary printing with squeezing blade 
 

 

 
FIG 2 

 

The fabric movement is from top to bottom vertically. In roller printing the fabric movement 

is from bottom to top. In all other printing methods fabric moves horizontally. The squeezing 

effect is done by the two blades. The trial has been taken and was very good. The printing 

was verified for penetration sharpness and shade variation. All everything except shade 

variation with conventional machine.  The shade variation was minimised and almost zero. 

Following are the advantages and savings of heat energy. 
 

3. OBJECTIVES   
 

The main objective of the present method is to develop both side simultaneous 

printing mechanism for tubular knitted fabric. 

 The second objective of the present method  is that it conserves thermal energy  
 

4. WORKING PRINCIPLE: 
 

 Rotary screen is a wire mesh cylinder where the design for the fabric (1) can be made. 

The dye is poured inside the screen and is transferred to the fabric. The two rotary screens (2) 

are placed parallel to each other. The circumference of two screens is engaged and the feed 

rollers (3) feed the fabric. There are squeezing blades (4) that are used to squeeze the printing 

paste. The squeezing pressure is increased by rotating the squeezing blades which will form a 

thin strip, instead of a line in contacting points of screens and blades. Two ends of screens are 

fitted with end rings (5) which are connected with two gears (6) of pitch circle diameter of 

204 mm. The gears are connected to a single shaft (7).  Knitted fabric is passed between two 

SQUEEZING 
BLADE 

PRINTED FABRIC 
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screens from top to bottom vertically downwards through the squeezing blades placed 

opposite to each other and inside the rotary screen. Squeezing takes place and the design is 

printed on both sides of the fabric. 

 This principle can also be used for multiple colour print, for this a fabric carrier must 

be introduced along with the fabric to prevent the fabric from shrinking after the print. 

 

4.1  BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:- 

  

Fig 3 shows the front view of the fabric rotary printing machine 

Fig 4 shows the side view of the fabric rotary printing machine 

Fig 5 shows the 3D view of the fabric rotary printing principle 

Fig 6 shows the horizontal view of the rotary screen  

Fig 7 shows the full sectional view of rotary printing machine  

 

FIG 3 

 

FIG 4 
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FIG 7 

5. MACHINE DETAIL 

Over all dimension of the machine is Length =    1505 mm width = 990 mm and 

height = 1493 mm. Rotary screen diameter is 204 mm printable width = 800 mm. Rotary 

screen is wire mesh cylinder. The design can be made in this screen and the dye can be 

poured inside the screen and can be transferred to fabric. Two screens placed parallel to 

each other and the circumference are touching each other. The circumference of two 

screens is meshing to rotate in opposite direction. Two ends of screens are fitted with end 

rings. Every screen is connected with two gears of pitch circle diameter of 204 mm. 

number of teeth are 68. Module of gears is 3. Gears are connected as shown in fig. 4 

    Drive mechanism  

Motor 2 HP at 2880 rpm. Motor pulley 5cmintermediate shaft motor pulley is connected to 

a100mm v pulley of 110 mm and 150 mm diameter V  pulley is connected to driving 

shaft. Driving shaft has on e v pulley and two gears which are connected to two ends of 

screen Gears of 3 module and 44 teeth. 

Velocity of feed roller and peripheral velocity of screen must be synchronised.  

Speed of motor = 2880 rpm. 

 Speed of intermediate shaft = Nr X D2/D1  = 2880X50/75=1920 Rpm 

 Speed of supply roller Ns = NiXD4/D3=1920X75/450 = 320rpm. 

Speed of driving shaft = Nd = NsXD6/D5 = 320X110/150= 234.66 rpm 

 Speed of screen Nr= NdXTr/Td =234.66X44/68=151.83. rpm 

Peripheral velocity of rotary screen πDrNr/60=πX204X151.83 = 1622 mm/s  

Velocity of feed roller = πDfXNs=πX95X320/60=1592 mm/s 

Difference in speed = 1622- 1592 = 30 mm/s to maintain the tension in the fabric    
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 6. ENERGY SAVING CALCULATION 

Thermal energy is used to heat the fabric and evaporate the Paste used to print. Knitted fabric 

is a circular fabric. To print both sides two times the fabric has to pass the printing machine. 

Energy = Energy required to heat the fabric twice +energy required to evaporate the printing 

paste. 

Thermal energy required (Qa) 

Q1 = MfCpf(T2-T1)   -------------- (1) 

Q2 = Mp(Cpp(Ts-T1)+L)    -------- (2) 

 Qa = 2XQ1 +Q2    ---------------- ( 3) 

 

          After modifying the machine thermal energy required (Qb) 

 

Q1 = MfCpf(T2-T1) -----------------(4) 

Q2 = Mp(Cpp(Ts-T1)+L)  -----------(5)  

Qb = Q1 +Q2     --------------------- (6) 

 

   Thermal energy saving 

 

 Qa = 2 X Q1 +Q2  (Existing process)  ----(7) 

 Qb = Q1 + Q2 (New process)  --------------(8) 

 Qa - Qb = Q1 = MfCpf(T2-T1)   --------------(9) 

                  

 7. CONCLUSION  

   Normally the machine which is used to print woven fabric is used to print 

knitted fabric. But the property of the knitted fabric is different from woven fabric. Tubular 

knitted fabric is having two layers when flattened. Fabric is elastic in nature. Normal machine 

can print one side and has to dry the paste second side again and we have to heat the fabric to 

dry to finish the printing of tubular knitted fabric it has to be printed side by side. .But in this 

present machine both sides can be printed by passing the fabric once. In olden machine pas 

the fabric by printing one side and again we have to dry the fabric and paste and again we 

have to dry and print the second side. But in this method printing on both sides can be printed 

simultaneously. So the fabric can be heated only once to complete the printing. So the 

thermal energy required to heat the fabric once is conserved and is equal to Cpf(T2-T1)  per 

Kg of fabric printed   
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